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FIRM NEWS

MARYLAND LEGAL NEWS

JGL Lawyers Named
Top Divorce Attorneys

Governor Vetoes Paid Sick Leave Bill

Principals David Bulitt,
Jeffrey Greenblatt and
Anne Grover were
recognized by Bethesda
Magazine as the area’s
top divorce attorneys.
Bulitt was commended
for his work in cases
involving children.
Greenblatt was praised for
his work on gray divorces,
or cases involving those
50 years and older. Grover
was recognized as a
rising star, one of the top
lawyers under 40, for her
determination in providing
clients with a favorable
outcome.

JGL Elevates Jason Sarfati
JGL is pleased to
announce that Jason
Sarfati has been
elevated from Staff
Attorney to the position
of Associate. Jason works in the Firm’s
Labor and Employment Law Practice
Group. He represents employers
and employees in disputes involving
workplace discrimination, retaliation
and unlawful termination.

The Maryland General Assembly recently passed a bill by
significant margins that would require all businesses in the state
with 15 or more employees to provide five days of paid sick leave.
This would be a new benefit for many workers in Maryland.
The Governor vetoed the law, but because of its strong support,
the issue will resurface in early 2018. Contact our Labor and
Employment Group.

Tax Credits to Spur Growth in Select Areas
of Maryland
In April, Maryland enacted the More Jobs for Marylanders Act
of 2017, which provides tax credits for businesses that locate
their operations in “qualified target areas” in the state. In addition, existing businesses
in these target areas are eligible for tax credits for new jobs that they create. This bill will
help small businesses make new hires and is intended to ignite economic growth and
entrepreneurship in the state. Contact our Business Law Group.

Amber’s Law Passed to Track Domestic Violence Offenders
In May, Maryland enacted a law that will enable victims of domestic violence to request
that a judge require a domestic violence offender to wear a GPS tracking device in
addition to being subject to a restraining order. The law is known as Amber’s Law, in
memory of Amber Schinault, a woman who was murdered by her ex-boyfriend in Prince
George’s County in 2012. Contact our Family Law Group.

False Claims Act Broadened to Include Municipal Corporations
In May, the Maryland General Assembly passed a bill that changes the definition of
“governmental entity” under the state’s False Claims Act to include municipal corporations.
This broadens the scope of the False Claims Act and permits more cases to be filed under
it. Cases can now be filed against a municipal corporation as well as against the state or
county. The law also requires the attorney for each of these corporations to annually report
the number of such cases filed to the legislature, as well as the number of cases adjudicated
or settled. Contact our Labor & Employment / False Claims Group.

Bill Simplifies Return to Birth Name After Divorce
“We are delighted to promote Jason
to this new role. He has demonstrated
excellent legal judgement, dedication to
clients and the capacity for hard work.”
- Burt Kahn, managing director

The Maryland General Assembly passed a bill in May that authorizes a judge to grant a
name-change petition after a divorce without requiring the person to go through the
complicated steps required under Maryland law for name changes in general. Open to
people within 18 months of their divorce decree, this change may help people move
forward with their lives more readily.
Contact our Family Law Group.
jgllaw.com | 301.220.2200 | 240.399.7900

This publication constitutes an advertisement and neither conveys advice nor denotes an attorney-client
relationship. Results in any legal matter will vary depending on the case’s particular facts and circumstances.
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IN THE COMMUNITY

JGL BLOG

Holland and Maloney Help Send Roosevelt Students
to Japan

A roundup of recent posts on the
firm’s blog, covering business news,
legislative updates and legal insight
on current issues and events from
JGL attorneys.

With help and sponsorship from JGL attorneys
Jay Holland and Timothy Maloney, the Quantum
Companies/Beltway Plaza Shopping Center raised
a total of $8,000 over the course of the weekend
of April 28 for the science student exchange
program at Eleanor Roosevelt High School in
Greenbelt. Please join us in congratulating the
students of Eleanor Roosevelt High School on
their achievement, and wish them luck as they travel to Japan to study STEM with
their high school colleagues.

Debora Fajer-Smith Honored with Two Challenge Coins
Attorney Debora Fajer-Smith was given a challenge coin by
a select group of her clients, Prince George’s County police
officers, and a member of the Prince George’s Fire Fighters.
These coins signify the recipient’s value to the organization. They
are given to those who have demonstrated such dedication that
they are almost considered to be part of the group themselves.
Debora said, “I was humbled and so appreciative of this small gesture with great
meaning, coming from my clients.” Debora Fajer-Smith is the chair of the Workers’
Compensation and Insurance Group at JGL, with over 30 years of experience in the
field. She has always been a firm believer in giving back to the community, as this honor
illustrates. Congratulations, Debora!

JGL Attorneys Sponsor Student Foursome for Charity
Golf Tournament
Sally Presler McCash and Jerry Miller sponsored
a foursome of student golfers from the Southern
Maryland Junior Golf Association (SMJGA) in
Upper Marlboro at the 22nd Annual Doctors
Community Hospital Foundation Golf Tournament.
SMJGA is a non-profit association dedicated to
teaching young people respect, discipline and
sportsmanship while introducing and improving
golf skills.

Nannis Co-Sponsors Ayuda Fundraiser to Help
Local Immigrants
Principal Veronica Nannis and JGL co-sponsored Ayuda’s
44th anniversary fundraising event to benefit low-income
immigrants in the D.C. metro area. Participants included former
Transportation Secretary Norman Mineta, Congressman Luis
Gutierrez, C-SPAN’s Steve Scully and many other accomplished
guests. The event was also attended by JGL’s Megan Benevento
and Sarah Chu. As the proud daughter of a Latina immigrant,
Veronica wants to protect the path of opportunity in this country for all who seek it.

Andrew Greenwald provides a
checklist on what your attorney
needs to fully investigate a case
when a patient is injured or dies of
medical negligence.
Veronica Nannis contributed an
article on health care fraud to the
Maryland Daily Record. Nannis says,
“What might start small, can quickly
snowball when greed eclipses
medical judgement.”
Jay Holland reports on a case
the Supreme Court has agreed to
hear that will be very important for
corporate whistleblowers and the
people who support them.
Levi Zaslow reviews recent appellate
decisions and points out some of
their implications.
Megan Benevento explains the
potentially far-reaching impact of the
Seventh Circuit delivery of the first
finding that the Civil Rights Act of
1964 prohibits discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation.
Chris O’Mahoney is now a
contributing blogger for Generation
J.D. at the Daily Record. This is a
valuable forum written for and by
young lawyers, discussing legal trends,
work/life challenges and more. Chris’
posts appear every other Wednesday.

Visit jgllaw.com/blog

GO TERPS!
The University of Maryland made it
into Money Magazine’s recent ranking
of the top 20 “Best Colleges for Your
Money.” Maryland was the only school
in the state to crack the top 20.
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IN THE NEWS

Maloney Obtains 8 Million Dollar Verdict
for 12-Year-Old Sexual Assault Victim

Highlights of JGL contributions
across media and events.

Timothy Maloney and his team of JGL litigation attorneys argued
the victim’s apartment complex did not provide ample security
despite frequent complaints from residents. The police had been
called to the complex over 500 times in the five years before the
incident. Maloney hopes that it will remind apartment managers
that they have an “absolute duty” to ensure the safety of their residents.
Maloney’s trial team included civil litigator Matt Bryant and litigation paralegal Jamerra
Cherry. They were also helped pre-trial by other members of the team including litigators
Alyse Prawde, Levi Zaslow and Tim Creed.

Judgements Obtained for Three Dental Managers
Wrongfully Denied Overtime Pay
JGL labor attorneys note that more employers are evading the legal
requirement to pay overtime by paying a salary instead of an hourly
wage and then telling employees that their job titles are exempt
from overtime. Brian J. Markovitz of JGL and his co-counsel in
the case, R. Andrew Santillo of Winebrake & Santillo in Dresher,
Pa., recently obtained judgements against Illinois-based Heartland
Dental, LLC, on behalf of three plaintiffs – all of them workers who were improperly
denied overtime pay by the company. “We are very pleased that Heartland Dental
chose to settle with three plaintiffs on satisfactory terms,” Markovitz said. “But there
are many more office managers who were improperly denied overtime pay, and we
hope they will come forward as well.”

Murder Victim’s Fitbit Data Leads to Arrest
Inside Counsel interviewed JGL attorney Megan Benevento about
a case where a murdered wife’s Fitbit data called her husband’s
statements to the police into question. Benevento pointed out some
potential challenges for the prosecution, but also predicted that as
health trackers and other “iOT” (Internet of Things) devices grow
in popularity, their use as evidence will also grow.

Chris O’Mahoney Addresses Entrepreneurs at TechBreakfast
JGL attorney Chris O’Mahoney spoke to local entrepreneurs
at a recent TechBreakfast hosted by the Prince George’s County
Economic Development Corporation. TechBreakfast is a group
that aims to connect those involved in technology, business, and
economics.

Jerry Miller Goes Bowling For Hope
Principal Jerry Miller sponsored a tournament team for Hope
Connections’ event, Bowling For Hope. Hope Connections
is a non-profit dedicated to providing free emotional support,
wellness and educational programs to those fighting cancer
and their loved ones.

Steven Vinick correctly predicted
the outcome of the Bill Cosby trial.
He was quoted in a wide array of
different publications, including:
Variety, MSN, USA Today, WFAA
ABC 8.
Tim Maloney weighed in on the new
collective bargaining agreement
between Baltimore and its police for
the Maryland Daily Record.
Brian Markovitz and Brenda
Adimora co-wrote an article for
Law360 titled “What United and Fox
Can Teach Companies About Victim
Blaming.”
Tim Maloney was asked by The
Washington Post to comment on
deputy Attorney General Rod J.
Rosenstein’s next moves as he was
forced to take over the DOJ Russia
investigation. “He will handle the
decision of whether to recuse himself
by the book… He is not going to allow
Trump to bully him,” Maloney said.
Jay Holland was quoted by The Hill
on Trump’s travel ban in an article
that analyzed the difficulties of
implementing the plan.
Jeffrey Greenblatt instructed a
course for The Maryland Legal
Aid, a non-profit that provides free
civil legal services to qualifying
Marylanders.
Jerry Miller spoke at the
Montgomery County Council of
PTAs Spring Leadership Training
Event. He conducted a workshop for
board members on their fiduciary
obligations.
Eleanor Hunt attended the first
annual Prince George’s County
Economic Development Corporation
Women’s Excellence in Leadership
Luncheon at MGM National Harbor.
Visit jgllaw.com/news
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PRACTICE AREAS
For more than 40 years, Joseph Greenwald & Laake has worked with individuals and businesses in Maryland, the District of
Columbia and Virginia taking on the most complex of legal issues with sophisticated counsel and a personal touch. JGL serves
clients in virtually all areas of the law, including:
Appellate

Labor & Employment

Estates & Trusts
Estate Planning
Estate and Trust Administration
Estate and Trust Taxation
Litigation of Estate and Trust Disputes
Guardianships
Special Needs Trusts

Business Law
Business Planning
Business Tax Planning
Corporate Business and Tax

Civil Litigation
Administrative Litigation
Arbitration and Mediation
Class Action Lawsuits
Commercial and Business Litigation
Constitutional and Regulatory
Challenges
Real Estate Litigation

Civil Rights

Family Law
Alimony
Child Custody, Support and Visitation
Divorce
High-Asset Divorce
Mediation
Prenuptial Agreements
Separation

Excessive Force
Wrongful Arrest
Wrongful Incarceration

Job Discrimination
Wrongful Termination

Medical Malpractice
Birth Injury
Cerebral Palsy
Delayed Delivery — Failure to
Perform C-Section
Birth-Related Brain Injury
Shoulder Dystocia
Hospital and Physician Negligence
Anesthesia Errors
Diagnosis Errors
Failure to Diagnose Errors
Hospital Errors
Misdiagnosis

Prescription Errors
Surgical Errors
Nursing Home Negligence
Professional Negligence

Personal Injury
Auto Accidents
Product Liability
Trucking Accidents
Wrongful Death
Catastrophic Injury
Spinal Cord Injury

Real Estate
Whistleblower
(False Claims Act, Qui Tam)
Workers’ Compensation
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